The caricatures (form the Italian *caricare*)\(^1\) are based on the symbolic power of images. The images make visible what could not be expressed in another ways. The Cold War or the opposition between the USA and its allies on one side and the USSR and its satellites on the other continued from the Second World War (1947) to the disintegration of the USSR in 1991 (in some researches to the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989). As a war of two rival ideologies without direct military clash between the two enemies USA and USSR the Cold War used all available means of propaganda, diplomatic and economic pressure, military and industrial espionage, disinformation about the enemy, press, films, theatre, books and radio broadcasting abroad\(^2\). Caricature has a special place in the propaganda arsenal. “*The political caricature usually deals with the funny things and with the enthronement and exposition of persons, groups and organizations engaged in the power struggle in society. Caricatures are especially important in the times of wars (cold or warm) when we witness rival propaganda or advertisements. In this sense caricature could be considers as “reference book” for the enemy*.\(^3\)

As a rule during the Cold War each of the parties demonizes the other in the caricatures.

“*Iron curtain over Europe!!! Russian threat!!! Bolshevik danger!!! Let’s unite with Germany to give rebuff to the Russians!*“ Boris Efimov, 1947.\(^4\)
“Freedom in American way”, Boris Efimov
Octopus Stalin
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The Soviet caricature about the Cold war could was best presented in the satirist journal “Crocodile” which was published since 1922 till 1992 and after 1934 it became part of the official of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) “Pravda” in 6.5 million issues. As a controlled by the CPSU journal it was used in all Soviet political campaigns. It did not consider everyday topics but focused on the “key questions of the internal and foreign policy”, it exposes “the enemies of people”, “West German revanchism”, “American imperialism and its satellites”, colonialism, NATO, etc. On one part the journal presents “the horrible western aggressors” who sharpen their swords, on the other it presents the scaring conditions in the West – unemployment, hunger, coldness…

*The army of peace – Your efforts are in vain, Mistres! We will not permit you to insult it!*
During the Cold War the topics who dominated in the Soviet caricatures were: the Korean War – the two parties accused each other in mass extermination of the local population and destruction of nonmilitary objects.

Korea „Children, the last hour we studded the history of America, today we will get knowledge about the manners and habits of the Americans”!\(^7\)
United Nations (OON) which to the Soviets are manipulated by USA and in such way from international organization turned into organization of the American aggressors.

OON „In fact UN is not an international organization but organization of the Americans which supports the American aggressors” – from the interview of comrade Stalin with correspondent of newspaper “Pravda”.

- Акорде ООН [AcordeOON]⁹

American world order⁹
Unsuccessful masking of the instigators of new wars as peace keepers.

The Wall Street bankers dictate the conditions of the Cold War and the Congress of the USA is the most horrible and enemy institution.

“Voracious appetite“, A. Orlov, V. Ayzen

Вълчи апетит
Рис. А. Орлов и В. Айзен
Yugoslavia was also targeted. Tito was proclaimed as Belgrade Ober–bandit, a contender for the title "Führer".

*Tito: Hallo, alarm! Bulgaria is arming and preparing to attack Yugoslavia.*

---

*Translation in Bulgarian: Tito: Ааа! Тревора! България усилено се пърълва и готови нападение срещу Югославия...*
“A present” for the nations of the Yugoslavia, N. Dolgorukov

The faithful dog of the Wall Street, N. Dolgorukov
As their “image and semblance”, B. Efimov

Бор. Ефимов
По техня „образ и подобие“
- As a danger for the USSR was considered the enlargement of NATO with the Turkey and Greece in 1952.
- Targeted was the democracy in USA which was considered as a mask for aspiring after other goals.

*A dangerous trick, Kukriniksi*¹⁵
- A favorable topic for the caricaturists was the bacteriological weapon.

*The Geneva convention about the prohibition of the bacteriological weapon and respecting the rights of the prisoners of war, Kukrinski*¹⁶
Having in mind that Crocodile often picture Uncle Sam, we decided to take part in a competition about new emblem of the USA. We offer our project as a symbol which reflects in better way the present life in America. B. Efimov
War Mongers

John Foster Dulles, (1888-1959), Secretary of state under the presidency of Dwight D. Eisenhower

Winston Leonard Spencer-Churchill (1874-1965), Prime minister of Great Britain whose speech about the Soviet threat about democratic Europe from 1946 marked the beginning of the Cold War.
George Marshall, (1880-1959 г.), Secretary of state, Minister of defense, one of the initiators of NATO, Nobel Prize winner for peace in 1953.

William Averell Harriman (1891-1986), American diplomat, ambassador in USSR. According to Stalin he was responsible for the worsening of the relations between USA and USSR after the death of Roosevelt.
Douglas MacArthur (1880-1964), American general, who took part in the two world wars, in 1950 he commanded the UN army in the Korean War.
BULGARIAN CARICATURE

On the pages of the Bulgarian journals Soviet caricatures were often published.

Meeting with the heroes. In a Broadway cinema: "Bravo, Bravo!" and after the performance: "Help!"\textsuperscript{19}

In the snake capture of Hollywood\textsuperscript{20}
Hollywood: War, Bandits, Racism, Pornography, Fascism: The Tito Bandits began film propaganda\textsuperscript{21}

\textit{Hollywood in Venice, E. Zimin}\textsuperscript{22}
The oversea film producer Dean Acheson and the heroes of the Bulgarian version of his production.23

The founder of the Bulgarian art of caricature is considered Alexander Bozhinov.24 In the period before 9th of September 1944 he was famous with his caricatures against the regime of Tsar Ferdinand, after 1944 his caricatures were devoted to the fight for peace. Different was the destiny of the painter Ivan Slavov. In January 1907 who was beaten for his caricatures against Ferdinand published in “Balkan Tribune”.25 More unfortunate was Rayko Alexiev who was arrested one month after 9th of September 1944 and beaten to death for two old caricatures of Stalin26 published in his journal “Cricket”27. After his death in March 1945 he was sentenced to death for his ‘anti-Soviet” and “pro-German” propaganda from the so called People’s Court.28

The official satirist edition of the Central Committee of the Bulgarian Communist Party was the newspaper “Hornet” which started from 15th of February 1946. Till the end of 1980s this newspaper defined the shape and tendencies of the caricature genre in Bulgaria. The edition was issued in 500 000 copies. After 9th of September 1944 many of the caricaturists reflected their positive attitude to the changes in Bulgaria – they illustrated the defeat of fascism, considered the new society as progressive, took the side of the People’s court, demonstrated their new attitude to the former Western allies from the Second World War – USA and Great Britain.29
The first issue of the newspaper “Hornet”, satirist weekly, 15th of February, 1946
“What else should I do to make people forget about me?”, Boris Angelushev
Ilia Beshkov created caricatures influenced by the “iron curtain” – on the West there is no freedom but imperialism; the Marshall plan will take off the European independence; the face of imperialism is bandit and cold.  

„Europe 1944. Churchil: „Mister Molotov, if you invest more efforts one year could be sufficient ...““, Iliya Beshkov
The recently published diary of Ilia Beshkov reveals his hidden attitude to the communist regime. In September 1950 he wrote: “The “Orthodox” Russia undertook 11 “liberating wars” to invade Poland, Bulgaria, Turkey and when did not succeeded this “true Orthodoxy” for 24 hours turned into bolshevism, into an atheistic Orthodoxy which initiated new “liberating” wars against Bulgaria, Poland, Turkey … and the whole world. Christ was replaced by Stalin (quite successfully up to now...)”31
„Ah, I just fixed the cast!“, Boris Angelushev, 1946
“The voice of America and the voice of People’s Republic of Bulgaria”, (Every vote for United Front is a vote for peace and socialism, the voice of America is – war, war, war !!!), Alexandar Zhendov, 1947
“With the Strangers is very good!”, Nikola Mirchev

„The bitter lessons of history”, Nikola Mirchev, 1958
"The fallen hopes", Nikola Mirchev, 1958 ("The fallen hopes of turning back the wheel of Bulgaria")

"Haints, during the last war you lost your legs, but these people have lost their mind right now!", Nikola Mirchev, 1958
“America counts its presidents”, Tsvetan Tsekov (Karandash), 1969.

„Cheek by jowl”, Tsvetan Tsekov (Karandash), 1959
„After the holiday - Children I am happy that you have forgotten everything old and nothing new have learned …”, Boris Dimovski, 1968.

“America is the country of unlimited possibilities: His father is rich, he has bought him a real one!”, Georgi Atanasov, 1969

“Metamorphosis of ideology”, Todor Tsonev, 1973
"Peace keepers (Brezhnev – Nixon), Todor Tsonev, 1973

Миролюбци. (Брежнев – Никсън.) 1973

"Telegraph Agency of the Soviet Union TACC denies ...“, Todor Tsonev, 1978

ТАСС опровергава... 1978
CARICATURE ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE “IRON CURTAIN”

The image of the enemy as seen by the USA could be illustrated by one special edition of the journal „COLLIER’S: Preview of the War We Do Not Want“ from 27th of October 1951 devoted to the Cold War. On 130 pages texts and illustrations the history of the future Third World War is related. The war was provoked in 1952 by the Soviet Union and headed by Stalin. The war was initiated by the satellites of the USSR – Bulgaria, Rumania, and Hungary who attacked Yugoslavia. The caricatures were done by the famous painter from the time of the Second World War Bill Moldin. The Third World War finished in 1955 with the disintegration of the Soviet Union and occupation of Moscow by UN forces.

Colliers, 27th of October, 1951
On the last place in the exhibition of the Cold War in caricatures we should mention the collection of the head of the NATO office in Moscow Robert Pshel. The collection includes more than hundred caricatures about NATO from the time of the Cold War when the Atlantic Pact was considered as a bloody beast. But according to Pshel central place in the collection is preserved for a poster presenting three swords with the flags of the Soviet Union, Great Britain and USA which tear off the chains from the hands of Europe. It is from the time when Russia and the West were united by a common goal – to defeat Nazism.

„Europe will be free!“ Viktor Koretskii and K. Erinova, 1944

![Poster showing three swords with flags and text in Russian and English](image)
1 Caricare means to exaggerate. The beginning of caricature is 16th century.

2 Kalov, Martin. Studenta voyna - 60 g. po-ksenso [Cold War – 60 years later].
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6 Списание „Крокодил“ [Journal Crocodile], 20 фебруари 1951
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The famous image of USA as Uncle Sam was “modernized”.


„Instigators of war”
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Born on 24th of February 1878, died on 30th of September 1968.
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